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TRIPOLORE
Unique triple-headed 3-phase tracklight.
Ideal for emphasizing certain products
or promotional displays. Up to 3x
1500lumen!

Colour

Find more lighting products
specialized for the supermarket
industry inside
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IT ALL STARTS
WITH LIGHT
Three different quotations were received
for the interior of a new supermarket. A
designer stuck to a drawing table, ﬁnally
realized the perfect colour to put on the
walls. Endless discussions were held
about the right showcases and shelves.
The interior of a supermarket has to be
on point. The design of the establishment determines the atmosphere and
appearance. But what to do with the
lighting? How do you incorporate this
into your design, to contribute to routing,
product presentation and atmosphere?
Have you ever really thought about this?
At Internova we have! Our lighting
professionals are always available to
support and advise you.

NO LIGHT
WITHOUT
A PLAN
Light creates atmosphere, branding,
conversion and routing. Good lighting
does not consist of a simple combination
of spots and tracks. For the right
lighting, a well-thought-out lighting plan
is essential. Internova designs and
realizes customized lighting plans.
Lighting is a speciality. And therefore;
Internova Professional Lighting.

TONDO
Recessed LED downlight with
smooth reﬂector and deep-lying
LED module. Therefore this
luminaire has a low glare-factor
and is ideal to be used in
supermarkets.
Colour

ENHANCING
APPEARANCE
As an expert in lighting for
supermarkets, Internova realized
the lighting design for a large
number of projects. An
important point of attention is
always the lack of enhanced
appearancedue to ﬂat lighting.
By creating the perfect ratio
between general lighting and
spot lighting, our lighting
designers can determine the
right atmosphere for each
supermarket. This makes a
visit to these stores a pleasant
experience that contributes to
the increase of sales volumes.

LABARRA
Linear 3-phase tracklight with a high lumen output,
up to 14.000 lumen. Ideal for use in high spaces,
warehouses and aisles.
Colour

VELA
3-Phase track wallwasher with a very wide beam
angle. Ideal for lighting wall presentations and
product shelves.
Colour

I FORZA
3-Phase tracklight with built-in LED driver
and aluminium die-cast heatsink. Suitable
for high luminous ﬂux up to 4500lm.
Powder coating ﬁnish.

Colour
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Light has the power to transform a space. It is not without reason that we
believe that everything starts with the right lighting; It all starts with light!
Thanks to our knowledge and expertise in the lighting industry, we have
been part of the success of various major hospitality and retail formulas
for the past 24 years. This in collaboration with our lighting partners.

internova.nl

CURVA
Recessed directable LED luminaire.
Perfect to be used for the lighting of
wall- and product presentations,
ideal for supermarkets.

Colour

Please contact our lighting designers for more info:
Email: info@internova.nl

Sales: sales@internova.nl

Phone: +31 (0)76 - 520 5566

